
Neustar OneID System – Identity Resolution for Marketing

Business today is predicated on mastering the entire customer experience with 
absolute certainty. That’s because we live in an always-on, connected world that 
has disrupted the traditional relationship between businesses and their customers.

To win in today’s connected world, you not only need to understand who your 
customers are, you need to respectfully collect, store, and utilize their data with 
utmost transparency and precision. Ensuring the responsible use of identity data 
is the first step developing a trusted connection with your customers. It’s the best 
way to gain the actionable insights that let you both grow your business and guard 
it from risk and fraud. This has made identity resolution a fundamental business 
need, one that must be mastered across the entire organization.

The Neustar OneID™ System powers a single lens on the customer across 
their dynamic omnichannel journey and provides a broad array of 
specialized services. 

Identity Resolution.  OneID provides data mining of the authenticity, 
identities, locations, and personal information of and about consumers, 
individuals, households, places, businesses, business entities, organizations, 
enterprises, schools, governments, points of interest, business practice 
characteristics, movements and behaviors of and about consumers, consumer 
media devices, computers, mobile phones, tablets, and internet connected 
devices.

Data Management. OneID provides data management services featuring the 
collection, identification, tagging, tracking, analyzing, verification, correcting, and 
sorting of business data pertaining to the identities, locations, and personal 
information of and about consumers, including individuals, households, places, 
businesses, business entities, organizations, enterprises, schools, governments, 
points of interest, business practice characteristics, movements and behaviors of 
and about consumers via media devices, computers, mobile phones, tablets, and 
internet connected devices. 

Responsible Identity 
Resolution 

Neustar’s trusted 
ecosystem of identity 
partners across the 
supply chain provides a 
seamless approach to 
cross-channel and cross-
site marketing without 
relying on cookies. 

Neustar collects and 
centralizes all available 
signal within a single ID 
space to consolidate, 
normalize, enrich, and 
resolve all data to a single 
view of identity

Augment identity data with 
behavioral, demographic, 
and geographic attributes 
for a deeper 
understanding of your 
core customers

Optimize the entire 
consumer experience at 
every touchpoint with 
relevant personalized 
omnichannel engagement

Understand the factors 
that drive your business 
and make informed 
decisions to maximize 
performance.

BENEFITS

Learn more about Neustar identity-based solutions and services 
home.neustar/identity/marketing

https://www.home.neustar/identity/marketing


Business Consulting. OneID provides business consulting and information services to manage the identities, 
personal data and consumer information of and about individuals, households, businesses, business entities, 
organizations, enterprises, schools, governments and points of interest via consumer media devices, computers, 
mobile phones, tablets, and internet connected devices.

Data Transmission. OneID provides data and information, by electronic transmission of documents by digital 
communication via the internet, and distributes data pertaining to the authentication, identities, locations, and 
personal information of and about consumers, individuals, households, places, businesses, business entities, 
organizations, enterprises, schools, governments, points of interest, business practice characteristics, movements 
and behaviors of and about consumers, consumer media devices, computers, mobile phones, tablets, and internet 
connected devices. 

Software. OneID provides SaaS services and software for use in database management, including software 
featuring data recognition, authentication, verification, corroboration, correlation, reconciliation, correction, sorting 
and combining data pertaining to the identities, locations, and personal information of and about consumers, 
individuals, households, places, businesses, business entities, organizations, enterprises, schools, governments, 
points of interest, business practice characteristics, movements and behaviors of and about consumers via 
consumer media devices, computers, mobile phones, tablets, and internet connected devices.

Maintain a Persistent Privacy-Conscious View

The average household has 45+ distinct identifiers .The average person has approximately 15 distinct identifiers 
with an average of 8 connected devices. And that data is in constant flux with with 60% of identity data changing in 
just 2 years. That is why Neustar never stops improving our identity resolution methodology.  Our breadth of identity 
sources as well s continuous corroboration across those authoritative sources provides the freshest most accurate 
view of identity. Our privacy by design framework ensures a holistic picture that is privacy-conscious and compliant 
keeping you and your first-party data safe and secure. 
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Learn more about Neustar identity-based solutions and services 
home.neustar/identity/marketing

75M
Consumers change 
phone carriers

45M
Consumers change 
phone numbers

60M
People relocate

2 .1  M
People legally 
change their name

1  2  5   M
New smartphones 
per year

3  0  %
Email addresses 
change each year
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A Strategic Corporate Advantage Powered by OneID

Our OneID System is designed to grow with your business even as the ecosystem around you keeps changing 
providing an always-on real-time view of identity.

Every function across an organization must master the opportunities and challenges identity presents in our 
modern world. Identity is a fundamental business need and Neustar can give you the kind of highly accurate, 
highly actionable identity that creates a proprietary competitive advantage. Neustar provides our client with a 
sustainable, persistent, and portable identity graph powering best in class customer retention, consumer 
acquisition, marketing measurement, and advanced data science.  

Retention Acquisition OptimizationMeasurement
Clean, repair, and enrich 
your customer data to 
provide a continual and 
personalized connection 
across their customer 
journey..

Combine first, second, and 
third-party intelligence to 
build and activate 
advanced audience profiles 
and look-a-like models 
across channels

A holistic and granular 
view of channel, audience, 
campaign, and creative 
performance enabling both 
strategic and tactical 
informed decisions 

Neustar provides raw 
event-level identity directly 
back to your organization 
to promote bespoke
modeling and analysis for 
continual optimization.

Learn more about Neustar identity-based solutions and services 
home.neustar/identity/marketing
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